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Status Quo of Transfer Learning

I The näıve approach is still very popular
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I ... but very wasteful.
I These task-specific layers take up many parameters in pre-trained models.

Parameter count in popular pre-trained models from torchvision and transformers.

I The challenge of reusing task-specific pre-trained Layer(s)
I How to automatically map categories across datasets.
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How to match?

I ... can be solved if we can figure out the relationship of categories.
I For example, when it learns a new category like ”elephant”, it can automatically learn that

elephants can be represented by several kinds of elephants in ImageNet.

The Co-Tuning Framework

I Learn the category relationship p(ys|yt).

I Pre-trained task-specific layers can be retained during training, supervised by
source labels ys translated from yt.

I After training, task-specific layers will be removed so that Co-Tuning improves
fine-tuning without additional inference cost.

How to Learn p(ys|yt)

I The direct approach: average over source predictions for each target category.
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I The reverse approach: (1) learn ys → yt mapping (maps probabilistic source

predictions to target labels); (2) recover p(ys|yt) by Bayes’s rule.

I In practice, the direct approach is simple and straightforward, while the reverse
one is more effective.

(Optional) Calibration of Pre-trained Networks

I We want f0(x) to reflect the probability of source categories with high fidelity.

I Without calibration, DNNs can be over-confident.

I Calibration can be done by minimizing negative log-likelihood (NLL) on
validation data through adjusting a single temperature.

I We advocate that pre-trained model providers release pre-trained models and
their calibrated version.

Experimental Results

Co-Tuning is empirically evaluated in several dimensions:

I Task: 4 visual classification tasks and one NLP task (named entity recognition).

I Dataset scale: medium-scale dataset (≈ 100 samples per class) and large-scale
dataset (≈ 1000 samples per class). We also explore different sampling rates
(the proportion of images used for training) to compare the performance
among a wide spectrum of dataset scales.

I Pre-trained model: ResNet-50, DenseNet-121 and BERT-base.

Code is available at https://github.com/thuml/CoTuning
Main experimental results are shown in the following tables.

Case Study in CUB

I Take two similar bird species “Crested Auklet” and “Parakeet Auklet”.

I Top 3 similar ImageNet classes are in the below table to roughly represent their
source distributions p(ys|yt).

CUB Class Top 3 Similar ImageNet Class

Crested Auklet black swan oystercatcher black grouse

Parakeet Auklet black grouse oystercatcher junco

I Their distributions are similar (both have “black grouse” and “oystercatcher”
but still differ (one has “black swan” while the other has “junco”).

I Co-Tuning works by finding meaningful category relationship p(ys|yt) as long as
the pre-trained dataset is diverse enough.
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